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Laser amplification in excited dielectrics
ThomasWinkler1*, Lasse Haahr-Lillevang2, Cristian Sarpe1, Bastian Zielinski1, Nadine Götte1,
Arne Senftleben1, Peter Balling2* and Thomas Baumert1*

Wide-bandgap dielectrics such as glasses or water are transparent at visible and infraredwavelengths. This changeswhen they
are exposed to ultrashort and highly intense laser pulses. Di�erent interaction mechanisms lead to the appearance of various
transient nonlinear optical phenomena. Using these, the optical properties of dielectrics can be controlled from the transparent
to the metal-like state. Here we expand this range by a yet unexplored mechanism in excited dielectrics: amplification. In a
two-colour pump–probe experiment, we show that a 400nm femtosecond laser pulse is coherently amplified inside an excited
sapphire sample on a scale of a few micrometres. Simulations strongly support the proposed two-photon stimulated emission
process, which is temporally and spatially controllable. Consequently, we expect applications in all fields that demand strongly
localized amplification.

Focusing a femtosecond laser pulse on or inside transparent
materials such as glasses or tissue leads to a well-defined de-
position of energy by promoting a large density of carriers to

the conduction band (CB). As this energy stays spatially confined on
ultrashort timescales, these laser pulses have become the instrument
of choice for dielectric structuring on amicrometre or evennanome-
tre scale1, as well as for applications in nanosurgery2. Depending
on the incident intensity, a large range of material modifications
can be realized: while the optical Kerr effect, self3- and cross-phase4
modulation or field-induced currents5 are examples of reversible
processes, higher intensities can cause permanent refractive index
changes6,7, ablation of the material, or even the creation of new ma-
terial phases8. A detailed overview of laser excitation in dielectrics
can be found in Balling and Schou9 and references therein.

The transient free-carrier density plays a fundamental role
in determining the optical properties, and time-resolved ‘pump–
probe’ experiments are excellent for studying its dynamics. Many
experiments show that absorption and reflection increase after
excitation due to the build-up of a transient electron plasma.
This gives the material transient metallic properties that eventually
prevent transmission through the dielectric material.

In contrast, this study provides the first demonstration of
laser amplification in excited dielectrics (LADIE). For a certain
intensity range of laser excitations with an 800 nm pump pulse, the
dielectric material amplifies a time-delayed 400 nm probe pulse.
This amplification starts to increase around 100 to 200 fs after
excitation and is sustained for several tens of picoseconds; it is
coherent in nature, and is present well below the visible ablation
threshold of a thin sapphire sample (see cartoon of the process
in the lower panel of Fig. 1). Supporting evidence, that LADIE
may be a general feature of short-pulse-excited dielectrics, is also
given: simulations, results for fused silica, and the relation to
earlier unexpected high-transmission observations in water10,11 are
discussed in the article and the Supplementary Information.

Temporal dynamics in global and local amplification
The two-colour pump–probe scheme is sketched in Fig. 1. Figure 2a
shows the global transmission of the probe pulse (blue squares)
measured with a calibrated 3-eV-bandgap photodiode as a function

of the pump–probe delay time. Negative times represent the
case in which the probe pulse propagates through the unexcited
sapphire sample, whereas for positive times it encounters the
excited sample. For negative times no change in transmission is
observed. As the delay time approaches zero, the global transmission
of the 400 nm probe pulse increases to nearly two for a short
time during the temporal overlap of pump and probe pulse.
During the overlap, nonlinear interactions based on the optical
Kerr effect3 (OKE) cause cross-phase modulation4 and parametric
amplification12. Within 100–200 fs after the temporal overlap, the
global transmission increases again up to 1.5, providing a direct
experimental demonstration of a global gain for the probe pulse as
it passes through the laser-excited sapphire.

This global behaviour is also reflected in the charge-coupled
device (CCD) images of the probe pulse in Fig. 2b, where the images
in addition show local contributions: in Fig. 2b(I) the unperturbed
probe pulse after the sample is imaged, whereas in Fig. 2b(II)
probe and pump pulses overlap temporally. 100 fs after the pump
pulse (Fig. 2b(III)), the central part shows absorption, while for
longer delay times a bright inner ring is observed (Fig. 2b(IV)). A
Supplementary Movie is available for this scan. The movie shows
the delay-time-dependent CCD images, overlaid with the global
transmission of the probe pulse. Please note that the applied pump
fluence of 2.7 J cm−2 is below the measured visible ablation thresh-
old (3.2 J cm−2) of sapphire. We define ‘ablation’ as the permanent
material modification13 visible in optical transmission microscopy.

The local transmission within the bright ring in Fig. 2b (IV)
reaches a factor of 1.4. In the temporal evolution (red circles in
Fig. 2c), this local transmission experiences a strong decrease during
the overlap between pump and probe pulses, as reported in a
manifold of studies11,14–16. Shortly after the pump pulse, the probe
exhibits very low transmission followed by a slow increase. The
maximum local amplification is reached at around 300 fs. Global
(Supplementary Fig. 3) and local amplification is measurable up to
delays of 50 ps.

To quantify the spatial features as a function of the pump–
probe delay time, we take the difference between the excited and
the unexcited sample along a horizontal line through the beam:
Fig. 2d shows the difference signal versus the radial position r and
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Figure 1 | Schematic of laser amplification in excited dielectrics (LADIE).
Top: In-line pump–probe set-up. A horizontally polarized 800 nm
bandwidth-limited femtosecond laser pulse with a pulse duration of 30 fs
full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) excites a thin (131 µm) sapphire
sample (ultraviolet-grade, C-plane), while a time-delayed vertically
polarized 400 nm pulse (43 fs FWHM) is used to probe changes in the
optical properties. The polarization of the probe pulse was chosen to
provide highest reflectivity at the beamsplitters. The probe pulse is imaged
by a 40×magnifying imaging system (20× IMO and 400 mm FL) onto a
CCD camera, a 3-eV-bandgap photodiode and the entrance slit of an
imaging spectrometer. The complete set-up is presented and discussed in
detail in the Supplementary Information (Supplementary Fig. 1). The
components are: MO—2× Focusing microscope objective, S—Sample,
IMO—20× Imaging microscope objective, F—two 400 nm OD4 bandpass
filters, FL—400 mm focusing lens, BS—(Pellicle-) beamsplitters,
PD—calibrated 3 eV photodiode. Bottom: Snapshot of the LADIE process:
before excitation (a), after strong-field excitation by the 800 nm pump
pulse (b) and after the 400 nm probe pulse was amplified (c). The white
shaded area in b and c indicates the excited state of the sample.

the pump–probe delay time. The spatial dimensions of the pump
(red line) and probe pulses (blue line) are indicated by theGaussians
along the left axis. At time zero, we observe a negative difference
at the centre (r = 0 µm) which is interpreted as absorption11,17,18.
At large radii, the difference is positive, which is also seen as a
bright outer ring in the CCD image (Fig. 2b(II)). This behaviour
results from nonlinear propagation during the temporal overlap of
the pulses.

At later times, the negative difference in the centre persists.
This is attributed to free-carrier absorption by the CB electrons
created by the pump pulse through strong-field excitation14,15. An
overview of those mechanisms—that is, multiphoton and avalanche
ionization—can be found in Balling and Schou9. The strong
absorption is seen as a dark area in the centre of the probe pulse in
Fig. 2b(III). In addition, a positive difference at larger radii remains.
As these features are observed as soon as CB electrons are generated,
we relate them to signatures of plasma scattering and defocusing
of the probe pulse19. This effect might also contribute to a reduced
transmission at positions of small radii. At longer delay times, two
lines of positive difference located in the range of r=5µm to 7 µm
appear, which are signatures of the local amplification seen as the
bright inner ring in Fig. 2b(IV).

Figure 2c compares the temporal evolution of local transmission
in this ring (red circles) to results of a spectral interferencemeasure-
ment (green triangles), which is sensitive only to coherent emission.
Qualitatively, the dynamics are identical, confirming that the ob-
served light amplification in dielectrics provides coherent radiation.

The specific spatial structure of the local amplification depends
strongly on the applied pump fluence and can be directly extracted
from Fig. 3a–c. A dependence on the spot sizes is discussed in the
Supplementary Information.

Amplification dependence on the pump-pulse fluence
In Fig. 3a, CCD images of the probe pulse are shown for increasing
pump-pulse peak fluence. We used a fixed pump–probe delay time
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Figure 2 | Temporal dynamics of LADIE in excited sapphire. a, Spatially
integrated transmission of the probe pulse. The red-solid Gaussian
centred around time zero sketches the pump pulse (30 fs FWHM). The
temporal delay between pump and probe pulse at certain values
(Roman numbers) is visualized by blue-shaded Gaussians of 43 fs FWHM.
b, CCD images of the probe pulse. Vertical dashed lines and Roman
numbers in a,c,d represent the times at which CCD images in b were taken.
c, Pump–probe-delay-time-dependent local transmission extracted at a
radius of 5 µm to 7 µm from the CCD images (red circles) and measured by
spectral interference (green triangles), extracted from Supplementary
Fig. 5c. d, 2D di�erence plot of the cross-section of the CCD images for a
pumped and an unexcited sample as a function of delay time. Red and blue
lines represent the spatially Gaussian beam profiles of pump and probe
beams. The experimental parameters were: probe-pulse peak fluence:
40× 10−3 J cm−2, pump-pulse peak fluence: 2.6 J cm−2.

of 500 fs, at which pump and probe pulses are clearly separated
in time. At low pump fluence, we observe no changes in the
beam profile of the probe pulse (Fig. 3a(i)). A higher value leads
to absorption, seen as the black spot in Fig. 3a(ii). Increasing
the pump fluence to 2.2 J cm−2 leads to the appearance of local
amplification, seen as the bright spot in Fig. 3a(iii). Note that
around the amplification area, absorption is still visible as a dark
ring. Further increase of the pump fluence allows the amplification
to move to larger radii, whereas in the centre the transmission
decreases (Fig. 3a(iv)). As the amplification area follows the local
fluence distribution of the pump pulse, we look now at the
local dependencies.

In Fig. 3b,c, the radially resolved pump-fluence-dependent
phase-shift and transmission values are shown. Note that all our
measurements integrate along the propagation of the probe pulse
through the excited sample. The data is obtained via spectral
interference of the probe beam with a reference beam (see
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Figure 3 | Pump-fluence dependence of LADIE in sapphire 500 fs after excitation. a, Pump–probe CCD images extracted at pump fluences indicated by
the vertical dotted lines in b–d. The 2× indicates that the brightness was doubled. b, Radially resolved phase shift. c, Radially resolved transmission. Phase
shift and transmission were obtained by spectral-interference measurements. d, Phase shift (black circles) and transmission (green squares) extracted
from the centre line in b and c (indicated by the white dashed arrow). e, Spectrum of the transmitted probe pulse extracted for di�erent pump fluences,
indicated by small Roman numbers (same as in b–d): i is the reference spectrum without excitation, ii is taken at absorption, iii at maximum amplification.
The inset shows the normalized spectra for no excitation (i) and absorption (ii). f, Normalized spectra for maximum amplification and a higher probe
fluence (iv). The inset in f represents the longest wavelength at which the normalized signal reaches 0.1 as function of the pump fluence (from 2 J cm−2 to
2.75 J cm−2). The experimental parameters for b–d were probe-pulse peak fluence 15× 10−3 J cm−2. The experimental parameters for a,e,f were
probe-pulse peak fluence: 50× 10−3 J cm−2. The reason for a lower probe-pulse fluence in spectral interference measurements is discussed in the
Supplementary Information. Pump–probe delay time: 500 fs.

Supplementary Information), as this provides the most sensitive
way of measuring the coherent changes in transmission. We used a
probe-beam diameter, which exceeds the pump beam by more than
2.5 times10,11, assuring that the local probe fluence is nearly constant
over the excited area.

The phase shift represents the change in the real part of the
refractive index during and after the excitation. An increase in the
real part of the refractive index results in a positive phase shift,
whereas a decrease leads to a negative phase shift, for example,
caused by free electrons11,15. For low pump fluences, no change in the
phase shift is visible. However, as soon as the threshold for strong-
field excitation is reached at about 0.8 J cm−2, an increase in fluence
leads to a negative phase shift, as seen in Fig. 3b. The curve for
the phase shift along the centre line (Fig. 3d) reaches its minimum
of around −6 radians at a peak fluence of approximately 3 J cm−2,
close to the measured visible ablation threshold at 3.2 J cm−2 in our
experiments. Higher pump fluences lead to a slightly increased (that
is, less negative) phase shift, which has been observed for water10,11
and sapphire20 as well.

We observe that the phase-shift values follow the spatial pump-
fluence distribution of a Gaussian beam up to the maximum change
of the phase shift, as seen in Fig. 3b. For higher fluences, the radial
distribution of the phase ceases to follow the local fluence.We expect
self-induced propagation effects21 of the pump pulse to be negligible
below this threshold11,22. Note that the onset of amplification is
observed well below this pump fluence.

The radially resolved transmission data in Fig. 3c show that
regions of absorption and local amplification also follow the spatial
pump-fluence distribution up to 3 J cm−2, indicating that LADIE
is linked to a certain local fluence, and thereby to a certain phase

shift and excitation. Depending on the pump-pulse energy, the local
amplification is either in the centre of the pump pulse, as shown in
Fig. 3a(iii), or at higher radii, as a ring-like shape (Fig. 3a(iv)). In
Fig. 3d, the local transmission in the centre of the pump pulse (green
squares) is shown. It decreases with increasing pump fluence, as it
was observed in a manifold of studies on laser-excited dielectrics10,11
and is seen as the dark area in Fig. 3a(ii). However, at around
1.5 J cm−2 peak fluence, it starts to increase to nearly one again
before it finally drops. We attribute this increase in transmission
after initial absorption to LADIE.

Spectral properties of LADIE
The coherent nature of the measured local amplification in spectral
interference is a strong indication for stimulated emission. In such
a process, we expect spectral changes of the amplified light in
addition. In Fig. 3e we present the measured spectra of probe pulses
that propagated through samples that were unexcited (black solid
line), excited to a strong absorption regime (orange dashed line),
or excited to strong amplification (blue dotted line). The spectra
were taken at a single radial position r= 0µm in the pump–probe
configuration and at the fluences indicated in Fig. 3b–d by the lower
Roman numbers (i–iv). In case of absorption (Fig. 3e(ii)), nearly all
parts of the probe spectrum are absorbed; only in the wavelength
regime above 413 nm is the absorption less strong. In the case of
amplification (Fig. 3e(iii)) at higher pump fluence, we observe that
the central wavelength of 402 nm is strongly amplified by almost a
factor of 3.7 for the given experimental conditions.

The inset in Fig. 3e displays normalized spectra for the unexcited
case (i) in comparison to strong absorption (ii). We observe a
slight spectral broadening, especially in the red wing in case
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of absorption, which we attribute to an additional absorption
process of nonlinear order. Additional evidence for this nonlinear
absorption process is presented in detail in the Supplementary
Information (Supplementary Fig. 7).

Figure 3f shows the normalized spectra in the case of maximum
amplification (iii) and for a higher pumppower (iv).With increasing
pump fluence, the narrow amplification spectrumbroadens towards
longer wavelengths. The inset emphasizes this by showing the
longest wavelength at a 10% level of spectral intensity as a function
of the applied pump fluence. By increasing the peak fluence
of the pump pulse from 2 to 2.75 J cm−2, this long-wavelength
limit increases by ∼2 nm. The amplified spectrum is significantly
narrower than the spectrum in the case of no excitation, which
points to a nonlinear amplification process.

Probe-pulse-fluence dependence of the amplification
To clarify the hints towards a nonlinear amplification process, we
investigated the dependence of the transmission on the probe-pulse
fluence. We used a fixed delay time of 500 fs and a pump fluence
of 2 J cm−2.

In terms of a spatially averaged, global transmission, we observe
that at low probe-pulse fluence the transmission through the
excited sample (red circles in Fig. 4a) is smaller than in the
unexcited case (black squares), generally agreed upon in the
literature as being caused by free-carrier absorption15,18,20. For a
fluence above 0.16 J cm−2, global gain can be obtained under the
given experimental conditions, which is a strong indication that
the amplification effect is not caused by light redistribution due
to plasma defocusing19 or diffraction. We again notice strong
differences of local amplification (inner part) and local absorption
(first black ring) seen in the image of the probe pulse in the right
inset in Fig. 4a. As the global measurement is averaging over these
features, we also investigated the local dependencies.

In Fig. 4b, the local probe-energy-dependent transmission of
an amplified region (green diamonds), measured with the CCD
camera, is shown. The position at which the data was evaluated
is indicated by the inset in Fig. 4b. This data and the photodiode
measurements (Fig. 4a) result from the same scan. As the CCD
camera has a limited dynamic range, images only for probe energies
above 0.18 µJ were recorded. We observe a nonlinear increase of
the transmission with the incident probe-pulse energy and peak
fluence, respectively. The increase of the local amplification with
the probe peak fluence is clearly present in the spectral interference
measurements (Supplementary Fig. 7) as well.

In the case of a lower pump-pulse excitation (see Fig. 3a), for
which absorption is observed in the centre, the dependency on
the probe-pulse fluence is different: the local transmission shows
a slight decrease with increasing incident probe energy presented
in the Supplementary Information (Supplementary Fig. 7), giving
additional evidence of nonlinear absorption.

The nonlinear amplification process
The observed amplification in a bandgap material indicates that the
conditions for stimulated emission are obtained. A simple two-level
scheme would not allow those conditions to be fulfilled; therefore, a
three-step amplification process is accounted for.

The first step towards the amplification is the excitation of
sapphire by the IR pump pulse, leading to a non-equilibrium
electron distribution in the CB, as sketched in Fig. 5a.

In the second step, the electronic system thermalizes due to
electron–electron and hole–hole scattering. Usually within a hun-
dred femtoseconds, after internal thermalization, the CB electrons
and holes are in Fermi-like distributions23, as shown in Fig. 5b.

In the final step, the probe pulse interrogates the excited dielec-
tric, where the conditions for absorption or gain (by stimulated
emission) depend on the difference of electron density in the CB
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Figure 4 | Probe-fluence dependence of LADIE in excited sapphire 500 fs
after excitation. a, Spatially integrated transmitted probe-pulse energy in a
double-logarithmic representation for an unpumped (red circles) and
excited sapphire sample (black squares). Insets in a: Exemplary CCD
images of a transmitted probe pulse using very low (left) and very high
probe-pulse energy after transmission. b, Green diamonds show the local
transmission in dependence on the incident probe-pulse energy and
fluence for an amplification region, as indicated on the inset. For
convenience, the scale for the probe-pulse peak fluence is provided on the
top axis of the graph. The experimental parameters were pump-pulse peak
fluence 2 J cm−2 and pump–probe delay time: 500 fs.

and valence band (VB) at the transition energy (ET=n}ωProbe)
(see details in the Supplementary Methods).

The order of a nonlinear absorption or stimulated process (n) is
usually determined by the bandgap of the material. For ultraviolet-
grade sapphire, a value of EGap = 9.9 eV (ref. 18) is typically
measured. Therefore, the excitation of sapphire with 800 nm pulses
is usually associated with a six- or seven-photon process18,20,24.

To verify the proposed mechanism, we simulated the steps
described above. The excitation of the sapphire sample is calculated
via an extended multiple rate equation (MRE) model25–27, which
provides input for the quasi-Fermi distributions that describe
the thermalized electrons and holes23. Finally, we use a simple
propagation model taking into account free-carrier absorption, as
well as nonlinear emission and absorption. The whole simulation is
described in detail in the Supplementary Methods.

The red dashed line in Fig. 5c represents the simulated local
depth-dependent transmission of the probe pulse, assuming a
bandgap of sapphire at 9 eV, and therefore nonlinear stimulated
emission or absorption for the 400 nm probe pulse of the third
order. The transmission increases rapidly with increasing depth due
to the self-reinforcing nature of multiphoton stimulated emission.
However, at the depth where conditions for stimulated emission are
no longer fulfilled (Supplementary Fig. 10), nonlinear absorption
takes over, causing a dramatic decrease of the transmission, thus
making it impossible for the initially amplified light to reach the end
of the sample.

We thus propose that the main reason for a persistent
amplification is carrier-induced bandgap shrinkage, as recently
observed in bulk-silicon28 and two-dimensional (2D) dielectric
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Figure 5 | Excitation and amplification mechanism and results of numerical simulations. a, Schematic drawing of the nonlinear excitation process by
multiphoton absorption of the 800 nm pump pulse as well as impact excitation by high-energy electrons. The initial discrete electron distribution (N(E)) is
sketched in the conduction band (shaded areas). b, Schematics of quasi-Fermi electron and hole distributions after carrier thermalization in dependence on
the strength of excitation, indicating the carrier-dependent bandgap shrinkage as well. The blue arrows indicate free-carrier or nonlinear absorption or
emission. c, Simulation of the depth-dependent transmission of the probe pulse (402 nm) in the case of a 9 eV bandgap and three-photon
absorption/emission (red dashed line) and assuming a two-photon process based on bandgap shrinkage (to 6 eV) (green line). d, Simulated ‘CCD’
transmission images simulated before, shortly after excitation and after thermalization under amplification conditions (compare to Fig. 2b). e, Simulated
transmission ‘CCD’ images for the indicated pump-pulse fluences (ii, iii, iv) in f. f, Simulation of temporally integrated local probe-pulse transmission for
three di�erent initial probe peak intensities, showing the dependency on the local pump-pulse fluence. The qualitative probe-pulse fluence is indicated by
the size of the symbols (red squares� yellow circles < purple diamonds). See corresponding experimental data in Fig. 3d.

materials29,30. When the sample is unexcited (red circles Fig. 4a),
nonlinear absorption is not observed. Consequently, the probe
pulse has insufficient intensity to induce multiphoton absorption
processes. Only when the material is excited by at least 1 J cm−2,
spectral (Fig. 3) and transmission measurements (Supplementary
Fig. 7) show signs of minor nonlinear (n= 3) absorption of the
probe, indicating that the bandgap is effectively reduced to nearly
9 eV, starting at 9.9 eV, as indicated in Fig. 5b. A further increase
of the pump fluence will presumably decrease the bandgap into
the range of 6 eV and simultaneously transfer the material into a
population-inversion state, allowing it to act as a two-photon gain
medium for the probe light (see Supplementary Methods).

By taking into account the above-mentioned bandgap shrinkage
in the propagation model, the gain achieved at the front of the
material reaches the rear side (green line in Fig. 5c), and the
simulation reproduces all main experimental observations:

Figure 5d shows simulated ‘CCD’ images of the probe-pulse
transmission at different time steps: before and shortly after excita-
tion, as well as after the electronic system has thermalized (>100 fs).
The results are in excellent agreement with the experimental obser-
vations shown in Fig. 2b.

In Fig. 5e, simulated transmission ‘CCD’ images at three
different pump-pulse fluences are shown, whereas Fig. 5f shows
the simulated local pump-fluence-dependent transmission for three
different probe-pulse fluences. The ‘CCD’ images as well as the
local dependencies capture the main features, from the initial
absorption to the amplification for a certain energy range as well
as the local fluence dependency that leads to the appearance

of a ring-like amplification structure, as was observed in the
experiment (Fig. 3).

The applicability of LADIE to other dielectrics and a correlation
of the effect to the presence of CB electrons was further elucidated
by comparing the excitation of sapphire and fused silica, discussed
in detail in the Supplementary Information (Supplementary Figs 4
and 5). In fused silica, LADIE is observed as well, but disappears
rapidly after the excitation because the CB electron lifetime
is dramatically reduced due to self-trapping15. Furthermore, in
previous investigations of laser excitation in water10,11, we observed
an unexpectedly high transmission for a certain excitation strength,
a phenomenon which we now attribute to LADIE.

As a final test of the proposed amplification process, we increased
the excitation depth by utilizing temporally shaped pulses. In
classical gain media, an increase of the gain length would result
in a higher local amplification. Indeed, we observe a significant
increase in local amplification due to an increase in excitation
depth, shown and discussed in the Supplementary Information
(Supplementary Fig. 8).

While temporal control of LADIE is given by the carrier-
excitation and decay dynamics, spatial control on a micrometre
and even smaller scale is possible via focusing and temporal pulse
shaping, as recently demonstrated in the irreversible excitation
regime31. The amplification effect may be maximized further
by changing the excitation and amplification geometry from
collinear to perpendicular. Therefore, we expect applications in all
emerging fields that demand strongly localized amplification in time
and space.
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